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FOREWORD BY THE CHAIRPERSON, UNIVERSITY COUNCIL

This Ndejje University Strategic Plan 2017/18-2026/27 is anchored in the global higher
education context that calls upon universities to provide solutions to development challenges
as well as the National Development Plan (NDP 2016/2020) that recognises higher education
as the heart of education for national innovation and development systems. It answers the call
to produce graduates with the prerequisite skills and competences required in the labour
market.
In its 25 years of existence, Ndejje University has made commendable strides marked by
significant milestones upon which this Strategic Plan is premised. For example, in the
University ranking (2017), Ndejje University was ranked number two in Uganda after
Makerere University and the number one private University in the country. Ndejje University
is the only private University that offers a wide spectrum of science and engineering
programmes with six faculties, up from four in 2012. The University offers a holistic
education based on moral and ethical values, in addition to being a sports powerhouse in the
East African region, to mention but a few.
To sustain these achievements and many others, this ten-year strategy provides a road map in
terms of the academic programmes and other services to be delivered to the multiple
stakeholders that constitute the University’s Clientele. It also focuses on institutional capacity
strengthening in the form of leadership, human resources, financial sustainability and
infrastructure development. Successful implementation of this strategy requires support and
participation of all the stakeholders of the University to give unwavering support and
commitment to the common goal. Although this is a ten-year Strategic Plan, it will be
implemented on a rolling basis and its performance will be evaluated after every three years.
I wish to extend my appreciation to all the stakeholders that participated at various levels of
the development of this Strategic Plan, the Consultants from Uganda Management Institute
for their professional input and to the University’s Planning Officer for ably coordinating this
exercise. We trust that by the year 2026, Ndejje University will not only be a centre of
quality higher education and research but also an acclaimed centre for societal
transformation.

Assoc. Prof. Margaret Nabasirye Mwaule
CHAIRPERSON, UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
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NDEJJE UNIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLAN 2017/2018 -2026/2027
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Ndejje University Strategic Plan (SP) for the period 2017/18 -2026/2027 is carefully crafted
to consolidate the gains made in the implementation of the previous Strategic Plan which ended
2017 and also to respond to the call by the National Development Plan (NDP) to promote higher
education as the heart of national innovation and development. The Strategic Plan has also taken
into account the changing higher education landscape not only in Uganda, but also in the region
and globally.
This Strategic Plan is set against the premise that Ndejje University has succeeded on several
fronts including being ranked number one private University in Uganda, made significant
achievements in research and innovations, infrastructure development and technology
investments. The University has also built substantial strategic partnerships and collaborations
for mutual benefits.
Unlike the previous Strategic Plans of the University, the planning period for this SP has been
extended to ten (10) years mainly to facilitate long term perspective in the planning horizon.
However its implementation will be rolled on a three (3) year basis to take stock of the
achievements and undertake adjustments if required.
This ten year strategy is anchored in the University’s Christian heritage and its learnercenteredness. The University will continue to strive to bring up morally upright and responsible
Ugandans and other graduates who are able to exploit their talents and skills to transform
communities. The University will promote research and innovation, problem-solving and talent
exploitation as the overriding theme of its education. In line with this strategic intent, the new
University’s Vision is: To be the leading Christian-based University for societal
transformation and the Mission is to provide Christian-based quality and innovative teaching,
research and outreach services. The University’s guiding Motto is: Fear of God Brings
Knowledge and Wisdom. The Core Values which define Ndejje University’s character are:
God-fearing and respect, Integrity, Teamwork, Commitment, Innovativeness, Equity,
Excellence and Accountability.
This Strategic Plan is built on Eight (8) pillars that were derived after a careful study of the
University’s historical and contemporary context, the situational analysis involving both internal
and external environments and previous achievements and challenges. The 8 pillars are: (1)
Academic Programmes, (2) Research and Innovations, (3) Student Services, (4)
Governance and Management Systems, (5) Human Resource Capacity, (6) Financial
Sustainability, (7) Infrastructure and ICT Capacity and (8) Partnerships and
Collaborations.
v

In order to realise its Vision and Mission, Ndejje University will pursue the following strategic
objectives over the next 10 years:
Strategic objective 1:
Strategic objective 2:
Strategic objective 3:
Strategic objective 4:
Strategic objective 5:
Strategic objective 6:
Strategic objective 7:
Strategic objective 8:

Develop and deliver market-responsive academic programmes.
Promote knowledge generation, innovations and outreach services.
Provide supportive student services.
Strengthen governance and management systems.
Strengthen human resource capacity.
Promote financial sustainability.
Expand and maintain infrastructure and ICT capacity.
Develop strategic partnerships and collaborations.

Several strategies (initiatives) will be implemented to achieve this Strategic Plan whose cost over
the ten year period is estimated at United States dollars One hundred and two million, seven
hundred and fifty thousand, three fifty two only (102, 750,352 USD). This Strategic Plan will
be cascaded to implementing departments and units to ensure alignment of respective work plans
and activities and it will be monitored and evaluated on a regular basis.

Prof. Eriabu Lugujjo (PhD)
VICE CHANCELLOR
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NDEJJE UNIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLAN 2017/18 – 2026/27
1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Higher Education: The Global Perspective

The higher education sector has witnessed massive expansion over the past decade and continues
to grow globally with total enrolments projected to grow by 21 million in 2020, at an average
growth rate of 26 per cent per year. It generates significant and multiple direct, indirect, and
catalytic economic impacts such as human capital, research and innovations (British Council,
2017). Higher education is linked to economic development as knowledge-based economies are
replacing traditional modes of production. The economic growth of nations has also been proven
to be a major driver of the higher education sector and this is evidenced by a strong correlation
between GDP per capita and gross tertiary education enrolments.
Higher education yields significant benefits for both African young people and society, such as
better employment opportunities and job prospects, improved quality of life, and greater
economic growth. Furthermore, investment in higher education pays off. For instance, returns to
investments in higher education in Africa are 21 per cent – the highest in the world. UNESCO
estimates that a one-year increase in average tertiary education levels would raise annual GDP
growth in Africa by 0.39 percentage points, and eventually yield up to a 12 per cent increase in
GDP. However, there still exists a severe mismatch between the skills of young African workers
and the skills that employers need for today’s global workforce. This calls for universities and
other higher education institutions to align their curricula with the labour market. Despite these
impressive advantages, only 6 per cent of young people in sub-Saharan Africa are enrolled in
higher education institutions although there has been a surge since 2010 that has seen higher
education enrolment double from 2.3 million to 5.2 million. Many of the students are enrolled in
private higher education institutions, which is the fastest growing education sector in Africa.

1.2

Higher Education in Uganda

The National Development Plan (NDP 2016/2020) recognises higher education as the heart of
education for national innovation and development. Without better higher education, Uganda
cannot develop and implement its macro- and micro-economic development plans. Universities
are the core of any national development system because they produce not only the knowledge
needed to drive economies but also the skilled human resources required in the workplace. Since
the 1990s, the Government of Uganda (GoU) has pursued the policy of liberalising the economy
in general and social services in particular, which has seen a growth of private sector players in
higher education. The involvement of the private sector players has complemented the services
offered by public universities. To that end, the number of private universities has grown from 24
in 2011 to 45 in 2017, outnumbering the public universities that stand at nine.
1

This is a phenomenal increase of about 47 per cent. The privatisation policy has resulted in
increased access to higher education. The higher education sector is regulated by the National
Council for Higher Education (NCHE), which guides the country in the establishment of
institutions of higher learning as well as ensures that quality and relevant education is delivered.
To enhance equitable access to higher education, GoU has undertaken a number of interventions,
which include: sponsoring, supporting and admitting students to tertiary institutions;
implementing the district quota system; the provision of scholarships; introducing loan schemes;
licensing of private universities and institutions; and establishing more public universities. As a
result of these interventions, the total enrolment increased by 18 per cent from 169,476 in 2009
to 201,376 in 2013, with a significant increase in female enrolment. In the financial year
2015/2016, a total of 22,180 students graduated from University. Despite this increase, the
majority of the graduates from universities and other higher institutions of learning do not have
the practical skills required in the job market. This is largely attributed to inappropriate curricula
in these institutions and the lack of linkages between the training institutions and potential
employers. The NCHE (2015) reports that the University sub-sector alone had a 71 per cent
student enrolment, with the majority (66 per cent) studying arts/humanities compared to science
and technology (at 34 per cent). This explains why GoU has been putting a lot of emphasis on
the sciences. This calls for the institutions of higher learning to develop relevant infrastructure
and facilities to promote science education. Ndejje University has passionately responded to this
call with more science programmes and technologically supported learning modes of teaching.

1.3

Ndejje University

Ndejje University (NDU) was established in 1992 as the Christian University of East Africa and
owned by the Anglican Diocese of Luweero. It was the first privately owned University in
Uganda. In 1995 it assumed its current name and status but was licensed in 1998 as an institution
of higher learning under the ownership of the Anglican Diocese of Luweero in the Central
Region of Uganda. In 2002 the ownership was expanded to include all Anglican dioceses in the
Central Buganda Region. The purpose of the creation of Ndejje University was to restore
normalcy and healing after years of war and misrule, and to create development. The University
was granted a Charter on 6 August 2009.
Location
The University has three campuses. The main campus is at Ndejje, a well-known old and mainly
Christian community that was ravaged by the 1981-1985 liberation war. The second campus is
the former Lady Irene Teacher Training College situated just about 400 metres from the main
campus. A beautiful and thick tropical forest with a small stream below separates the two
2

campuses but they are directly linked by a road through the forest; this road is known as the
‘‘University Road’’ and it shortens the distance to a five minutes’ walk. While the main campus
accommodates the Library, the Administration, sports fields and some academic facilities, the
Lady Irene campus mainly has staff and students’ accommodation as well as major academic
facilities, including the Computer Laboratory and the University Health Centre.
Both campuses are located 8 kilometres west of Bombo town situated 34 kilometres north of
Kampala City on the Kampala-Gulu highway. The University neighbourhood is peaceful and
conducive to work and study. The immediate neighbours are the Archdeaconry Church of
Uganda, Nandere Catholic Church Parish, several primary and secondary schools, and a small
trading centre.
The third campus is on Balintuma Road next to Mengo Hospital, west of Kampala. The campus
has a Library and Computer Laboratory facilities which serve day, evening and weekend
students as well as the general public. The Graduate School is located in Lubaga near Lubaga
Hospital.
Philosophy, Belief and Practical Life of Ndejje University
Ndejje University was founded on the Christian principles that govern the Church of Uganda and
the Universal Anglican Community as a whole. As a Christian-based institution with an
Anglican tradition, it is characterised by its affirmation and belief in the Apostles’ Creed. The
University professes one Eternal God in the Trinity of God the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit, who is the Creator and Lord of the World, who governs the world in accordance with His
purpose and who calls upon us and commands us as His servants to go out and witness for Him
in order to expand His Kingdom, and build Christ’s Church for His glory. The University
subscribes to Christ’s Great Commission Mathew 28:19-20.
As a Christian-based academic institution, Ndejje University is committed to:
a) Respecting the equality of all human beings as the community of God’s people
irrespective of ethnic, social and political inclinations; or gender and religious affiliation.
b) The freedom to practice and spread the Gospel faithfully as commanded by Christ;
c) The promotion of sharing openly for social justice and reconciliation among people;
d) Providing Christian education, training and research relevant to local needs and initiating
and developing suitable Christian activities and services that will strengthen the Church
and community, including its leadership structures;
e) Facilitating and enhancing the spirit of cooperation within the community and the outside
world; and
f) The promotion of partnership with other universities, tertiary institutions and community.
3

Governance and Management
Ndejje University is governed by a University Council composed of 23 members, drawn from a
cross-section of people, both women and men, with a commitment to the promotion of higher
education. The Council formulates University Policies and appoints the full-time academic and
administrative staff. The Council conducts its business through Senate, Boards and Committees.
Such organs include: The Finance Board; the University Tender Board; the Planning and
Development Board; the Staff Appointments and Welfare Board; the Estates and Works Board;
the Student Affairs Committee; and the University Staff Tribunal. The Council is assisted by the
Top Management led by the University’s Chief Executive Officer – the Vice Chancellor, the
Senate – which is the chief academic body of the University – and the Central Management
Committee.
The day-to-day affairs of the University are handled by the Vice Chancellor who is assisted by
the Deputy Vice Chancellor, the University Secretary, the Academic Registrar, the Deputy
University Secretary, the Dean of Students, the Deputy Academic Registrar and the Finance
Manager, all of whom together form the management team of the University.

Major Landmarks
Ndejje University celebrated 25 years of its existence, (1992 to 2017) and it is prudent to reflect
on the key attributes that make the University to stand out. These include:
a) Ndejje University is the first private University in Uganda, having been established in
1992.
b) Ndejje University is one of only nine private chartered universities in Uganda.
c) Ndejje University is the only private University that offers a wide spectrum of science
and engineering programmes and a holistic education based on moral and ethical values.
d) Ndejje University is a sports powerhouse in the East African region.
e) Ndejje University is currently (2017) ranked number two among the universities in
Uganda, and number one among the private universities in Uganda.
f) Ndejje University is the only University in Uganda where skills training has been
introduced in all its programmes through extramural studies.
g) Ndejje University has a strong public-private partnership that promotes internship
training.
h) Ndejje University’s service delivery systems are anchored in quality assurance.
i) Ndejje University has one of the most conducive and serene environments for learning.

University Faculties
The University offers undergraduate and postgraduate courses offered in all of its six faculties,
namely:
4

a) Education;
b) Basic Sciences and Information Technology (IT);
c) Business Administration and Management;
d) Engineering and Survey;
e) Environmental and Agricultural Sciences
f) Social Sciences
g) Arts.
The faculties are reinforced by three Directorates to ensure quality teaching, learning and
research; namely the Graduate School, Research and Innovations and Quality Assurance.

1.4

The Strategic Planning Process

Ndejje University embarked on the process of crafting its third Strategic Plan following the
expiry of the previous Strategic Plan (2012-2017). The new Strategic Plan (2017/18-2026/27)
intends to build on the successes achieved during the implementation of the previous Strategic
Plan and consolidate such gains that have propelled it into the number one position among the
private universities in the country. This will be achieved through exploiting ICT capacity,
partnership and collaboration opportunities in order to enhance quality teaching, innovative
research and community outreach.
The Strategic Planning process was co-ordinated by the Planning Unit of Ndejje University and
facilitated by two Consultants from Uganda Management Institute; Dr Wilberforce Turyasingura
and Dr. Rose B. Namara. The planning process commenced with a one-day workshop held at
Ndejje University purposely to evaluate the performance of the 2012-2017 Strategic Plan.
Thereafter, a two-day Strategic Planning retreat was held at Hotel Brovad in Masaka, and was
attended by some members of the University Council, management, staff members and
representatives of the students’ body. The Brovad retreat generated very useful insights that
inform the University’s strategic direction for 2017/18-2026/27. The outputs of the retreat were
consolidated into a draft plan for review by the University management. Feedback from
management was incorporated by the Consultants before the final draft was submitted for
consideration and approval by the University Council.
2.0

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE PREVIOUS STRATEGIC PLAN

The 2012-2017 Strategic Plan helped the University focus on the priorities of that period. Below
are some of the achievements registered over the last five years per pillar of the Strategic Plan:
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Pillar 1:










TECHNOLOGY

The University increased access to the internet by the students and staff through the
establishment of several hotspots at the main campus using MTN Uganda.
The students can access over 50,000 e-books and over 25,000 e-journals.
The ratio of students per computer (22:1) greatly improved and is far higher than in many
universities.
The University received a donation from the Research and Education Network of Uganda
(RENU which increased internet accessibility and connectivity to the Kampala campus.
The University acquired a Zee Varsity software that has several academic and student
management functions.
The University installed an 8-kilometre aerial/overhead fibre optical network connection
from Bombo to the Main Campus. This further boosts the University’s connectivity and
research capacity.
WIFI or wireless connectivity extended to all the University campuses.
With regard to websites, emails and web portals, by 2012 Ndejje University had only two
websites and to-date; there are four active websites and several other information and process
management portals for day-to-day operations.
Intercom connectivity.

Figure 1: Robotics Engineering; Urban Traffic Control System
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Pillar 2:














RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

The University developed the Research and Innovation Policy and inaugurated the Research
Board in 2014. The Guidelines for Masters’ Degree Research became effective in the
academic year 2015/2016.
A competitive staff research fund was introduced in 2007 and raised from the initial UGX.
50,000,000 to 100,000,000 per academic year in 2015.
Training workshops in writing grant proposals have been conducted and a grants officer was
recruited in 2015.
The University created a special laboratory for research in robotics.
The University’s Faculty of Engineering undertook a collaborative research grant with
Makerere University.
A public lecture programme is in place for students through the Graduate School and for
Staff by the Directorate for Research and Innovations.
The setting up of a Publication and Publishing Committee to manage staff and students
publications.
The University’s Unit of Renewable Energy is partnering with that of Makerere University to
enhance research in the production of more efficient alternate fuel including briquettes.
The University signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for collaboration with:
Kirchner Solar Group in Germany in the area of student field trips, industrial training
attachments and the development of renewable energy in Uganda; Glasgow Caledonian
University and KHT Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, for a grant agreement for
Uganda Doctoral and Research Technical Support; RUFORUM (Regional University Forum)
for capacity-building in Agriculture and Science.
In order to boost teaching and research in engineering and science, the University has,
through international collaboration, benefited from five experts in renewable energy,
mathematics and ICT, electrical engineering (robotics), chemical engineering and sports
science from Germany and Korea.
Ndejje University organised the 1st University Scientific International Conference on Grassroots Sustainable Development on 26-28 September 2016. The focus of the conference was
on enhancing frameworks for inter-sectoral collaborations and synergies around the energyfood-water-ecosystem nexus.

7

Figure 2: Production of Briquettes for more Efficient Alternate Fuel and Manufacture of Wood ball Equipment

Figure 3: Research in Renewable Power (Solar & Bio Gas)

Figure 3: Research in Renewable Power (Solar and Bio Gas)
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Pillar 3:


















ACADEMICS

Ndejje University was ranked as the Second Best University in Uganda and the 42nd in
Africa, by the 4th International Colleges and Universities Ranking.
Below are the University’s members of staff who have attained PhDs in different disciplines
from various universities and 20 members of staff are PhD candidates.
Dr. Saida Mboge Najjuma
Dr. Maria Mbatudde
Dr. Claire Nabuto Lutaaya
Dr. Frank Ahimbisibwe
Dr. Edgar Nabutanyi
Dr. Mary Wanda Mutyaba
The University received two awards from East Africa Business Responsible Awards, one for
being the best private University in the country and the other for the best report about
sustainable development and practices.
About 90% all the University courses have been accredited by the NCHE and the remaining
ones are awaiting approval by NCHE.
The University is in the process of starting two new programmes in Law and Health Science
in 2018.
The University is using ARMS software that has made the production of examination results
easier and quicker.
The University Directorate for Quality Assurance was established and efforts are under way
to strengthen it in terms of additional human resources.
The University established a Quality Assurance Directorate.
The University started a Master of Science in Sustainable Agriculture.
The University constructed a Kiln for commercial art and design

Figure 4:

Ndejje University has Celebrated 19 Graduations and Passed out several High Level and Well
Prepared Products.
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Pillar 4:





PARTNERSHIP AND COLLABORATIONS

The University operationalised a MoU with Chosun University in South Korea in the field of
science and engineering. Two master’s degree scholarships have been received.
The University signed several MoUs with different institutions, such as Coaches Across
Continents, CFI and Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA) for the placement of
students, Association of African Universities (AAU); Inter University Council for East
Africa (IUCEA).
Ndejje University was admitted to the Association of African Universities and CISCO.

Figure 5:

Ndejje University Professional Programs Collaborations with CPA, ACCA, RUFORUM
and KASNEB.
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Figure 6:

Figure 7:

Presidential Visit to Open the New Science Complex at Main Campus and the New
Students’ Hostels at Lady Irene Campus.

Ndejje University in Collaboration with GTZ (Solar Energy)
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Pillar 5:









FINANCES

The University develops annual work-plans and procurement plans that are linked to the
annual budgets. This helps to prioritise expenditure on planned activities and promotes value
for money.
The University continued to meet its financial obligations despite the tight liquidity flow,
including payment of fulltime staff salaries and bank loan instalments as a priority. Ndejje
University is financially credible.
The University received UGX 150,000,000 out of the one-billion-shilling Presidential Pledge
for enhancing science and engineering teaching and learning at the University.
A University Procurement Unit is in place and follows University Procurement Guidelines in
its work.
The University’s financial accounts are annually audited by external auditors. This practice
not only promotes accountability but also improves the efficiency of the Finance Department.
The University is building the foundation for the Endowment Programme, to address
activities that would generate extra resources rather than relying on tuition fees
alone.(Investment in Forestry)

Figure 8:

Ndejje University Kakute Eucalyptus Forest (An Investment Project) and the Ambience
of Trees at the Graduate School, Rubaga – K’la Campus.
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Pillar 6:

INFRASTRUCTURE



There has been an increase in students’ accommodation space by 55 per cent at Lady Irene
campus through the completion of a male hostel with 164 rooms (656 students when full) and
a female hostel (Noah’s Ark) with 133 rooms (532 students when full) over a 2,838 square
metre area. These developments have also created room for in-service students who were
previously accommodated in neighbouring schools when in session.



The University purchased more land and property (a building) at the Kampala campus. This
has increased its acreage from 1.47 acres in 2011 to 4.7 acres to-date. For example;
















Remodelling Eric House and parking yard (0.5 acres)
Graduate School at Rubaga
3 storied building behind the Estates Office at Kampala Campus
Go-Mabu building
Temporary parking opposite Senate building at Kampala Campus
The asset base of the University grew from UGX. 22.3 billion in 2011 to approximately
UGX. 62.5 billion in 2016.
Three major construction projects have been completed and these include a Students Dining
Hall, a Students Guild Canteen and remodelling of Bishop Yokana Mukasa Hostel.
Generator power extension from the Main Campus to Lady Irene Campus.
Renovations on all Campuses’ structures – Block 8 and 9 at Lady Irene Campus.
Opening of Ndejje University boundaries at the Main Campus.
Compound beautification.
Enlargement of the Main Administration Block at the Main Campus.
Put in place temporary structures at Kampala Campus.
Started the process of developing the Ndejje University Master Plan.
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Figure 9:

Prof. Victoria Mwaka Female Students Hostel at Lady Irene Campus

Figure 10:

Bishop Michael Ssenyimba Science Complex at the Main Campus
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Figure 11:

Pillar 7:



Kampala Campus’s Block D housing the Faculty of Business Administration &
Management and Block H housing the Graduate School at Rubaga.

HUMAN RESOURCE

The new University Human Resource Manual provides guidance on the human resource
issues of the University.
The Appointment Board made several appointments to enhance the implementation of
various programmes and activities at the University, which include, among others, the
Coordinator of the Medical School, Projects Planning Officer, Procurement Officer, Quality
Assurance Officers and Public Relations Officer.

15

Pillar 8:













GOVERNANCE

All governance and management organs of the University meet on a regular basis.
The following policies are operational: the Human Resource Policy; the Research and
Innovations Policy; the Management and Administration of the Graduate School Policy; the
Accommodation Policy; the Examination Policy; the Internship Policy; the Library Policy;
the Exemption Policy; the Harmonisation of Fees Structure with Academic Policy; the Fees
Policy; the Communication Policy; and the Risk Management Policy.
The establishment of the Central Registry as a one-stop centre for all information about the
University.
Reviewed the Strategic Plan 2012 – 2017.
Developed the Strategic Plan 2017/18 – 2026/27.
Acquired a bus, double cabin and a coaster vehicle.
Ndejje University was voted the best private University in 2013 by the East African
Responsible Investment Consortium (ERICO).
Ndejje University’s visibility has been enhanced through its programmes and infrastructural
development.
There has been increased public- private partnership with Ndejje University.
Identification and promotion of Ndejje University’s Niche in Sports, Engineering and
Business Administration and Management.
Peace and stability has been entrenched in the administrative and management structures of
Ndejje University.

Figure 12: President Y.K. Museveni
with Chairperson Consortium.

Figure 13: Chairperson Council, Chancellor, VC and DVC
at one of NDU Graduation ceremony.
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Pillar 9:










STUDENT SUPPORT

Accommodation for students at the main campus has improved with the completion of the
new hostels.
Students’ leadership is democratically changed annually through elections.
The Chaplaincy and counsellors have continued to offer pastoral care to students.
The Students Scholarship Committee was put in place and some needy students have
benefited.
The Consortium Bursary Scheme was operationalised and some students have benefited.
Success has been recorded in the area of sports, as evidenced by Ndejje University winning
in consecutive years: 2012 in Dar-es-Salaam, 2013 in Uganda, 2014 in Uganda Christian
University, Mukono and recently in Nairobi, Kenya.
Ndejje University hosted a Sports Administrators’ Course on 26–28 August 2016 on the
request of the Uganda Olympic Committee.
The University hosted the 9th Exhibition of the Inter-University Human Rights Debate
Competition on 4–5 March 2017 for 30 universities and Ndejje University emerged second
after Makerere University.
Guild Canteen and dining hall are operational.

Figure 14:

Ndejje University’s Swimming Pool at the Main Campus
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Figure 15:

Ndejje University’s Students Cultural Gala at the Main Campus

Figure 16:

Ndejje University’s Elites Female Volleyball Team at its best.

Figure 17: NDU’s Dorcus Ajok

Figure 18: NDU’s Lilian Zawedde
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Figure 19:

Newly Constructed Ndejje University Students’ Dining Hall

Figure 20: Newly Constructed Ndejje University Students’ Guild Offices & Canteen

The University has, however, faced a number of challenges that have constrained the
achievement of the desired targets. The challenges include the following:
a) Variations in the projected student numbers.
b) Inability to achieve the annual budget due to inappropriate fees charges (student cost per
head).
c) Students’ dropout rate, defaulting on fees and value at risk.
d) The high cost of borrowing and exchange rate fluctuations.
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e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Wrong perception by staff and students about the fees charged.
Quality assurance challenges.
Heavy dependence on fees.
Inflation.
Inadequate funding to meet financial requirements of the University

The new Strategic Plan has therefore, taken these factors into consideration and has put in place
mechanisms to mitigate their negative effects.

3.0

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS

A two-pronged situational analysis was conducted involving both internal organisational analysis
to determine the strengths and weaknesses of each of the areas of interest and external
environmental analysis to identify the opportunities and threats. Further analysis was conducted
to suggest actions that can be undertaken with regard to the issues identified.

3.1. Internal Organisational Analysis
3.1.1 Research
The Research Coordinating desk within the Graduate School, established in 2006, was expanded
into The Directorate for Research and Innovations in the 2014/2015 academic year and is fully
functional. The Directorate coordinates research at the University and is responsible for capacity
building and mentoring for staff research, guidance and support for undergraduate research.
The University funds staff research through a competitive process. A total sum of 100 million
Uganda shillings is allocated for the purpose every academic year. There is a Research Policy to
guide research at the University together with relevant research guidelines for staff, Masters’ and
undergraduate research.
The University is in partnership with several universities and contributes to various e-learning
resource suppliers. The University Library supports student and staff research and continually
builds both hard and soft reading and research sources at all Ndejje University campuses.
The University needs to invest in human resource to build a core team of researchers who are
full-time research personnel doing their own research and providing support to the core teaching
staff to carry out research in a committed manner.
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3.1.2. Teaching and learning
The University prides itself on having a well-stocked library with both textbooks and e-books.
For example, the University has subscribed to over 20,000 e-books and the online library
accessibility has been improving steadily. The engineering laboratories are fully equipped with
the resources required to support teaching and learning. The University also boasts of qualified
teaching and support staff in their respective disciplines, in addition to adequate teaching space,
especially at the Luweero campus. Increasingly, the University has invested in the procurement
of training aids, which have enhanced teaching and learning. In terms of the programmes
offered, the University runs programmes accredited by the NCHE that are regularly reviewed
after a mandatory period of three years. Furthermore, the University has inbuilt mechanisms of
flexibility in programme delivery. The lecturer-student ratio is complaint with the NCHE
guidelines. The quality assurance function of the University has been strengthened with the
recruitment of two new staff in the Directorate for Quality Assurance.
However, the University still has some weaknesses that need to be addressed in the next planning
period. For example, there are limited pedagogical skills which may negatively impact on
teaching delivery. There are also inadequate assessment mechanisms that are largely biased
towards examination and testing rather than progressive/continuous assessment. In the same
vein, there is inadequate supervision of coursework and limited lecturer-student interaction. This
latter is mainly due to the fact that most of the lecturers are hired on a part-time basis and may
not have sufficient time to interact with the students. Among other things, therefore, the
Strategic Plan should focus on how to build capacity for training delivery, strengthen continuous
assessment and operationalise strict supervision of coursework. It is however important to note
that student enrolment on various programmes offered by the University has grown significantly
from 1477 in 2005 to over 8,000 in 2016. The figure below shows the growth in student
enrolment.

Figure 21:

NDU Students Enrolment in the Last 10 Years
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3.1.3. Services
The University has a strong service function, mainly reflected in the reliable internet services
that are provided by RENU. In addition, the financial services, sports facilities, accommodation
facilities for students, which can accommodate over 656 female students and 532 male students
when full, are all adequate. Also available are health facilities that serve both the students and
the surrounding community. The University offers counselling services to students. However,
there is a need to scale up and improve the scope of the outreach services.
3.1.4. Organisational culture
Ndejje University culture binds people together through shared values, beliefs and norms.
Ndejje University is proud of the level of teamwork exhibited by its staff, the culture of
resilience and tolerance, as well as the virtue of creativity and never-ending ambition to excel.
Aspects of the organisational culture that the University should pay more attention to include
timely resolution of conflicts, minimising the degree of informality, and improving
communication across the entire University in order to boost levels of mutual trust.
3.1.5. Human resources
The University has skilled manpower, both teaching and non-teaching. In addition, there are
opportunities for continuous professional development (CPD), including upgrading to PhD
level. Currently (2017) over 20 academic staff are finalising PhD studies and more are
registering for PhD studies. The levels and quality of NDU staff is continually improving. The
major weaknesses of the human resources include stringent promotional requirements that have
hampered a number of staff from accessing promotional opportunities. In addition, commitment
levels seem to be declining. Labour turnover is an issue of concern. The University needs to
address issues of declining staff commitment and increasing turn-over in the new Strategic Plan.
3.1.6. Finances
Currently the University relies heavily on tuition fees, which implies that there is maldiversification; and the accounting system has transited from the manual operations to
electronic which has improved the efficiency in fees collection and handling other financial
transactions. The University currently runs a centralised budgeting system which has been
blamed sometimes on the delays in procuring necessary equipment/services for conducting
University business. Other models of financial management such decentralised budget
management may be considered but they also have certain drawbacks. In the past ten years,
there have been noteworthy improvements in the University revenues, with an increasing
growth in overall revenues recorded every year from 2.3 billion in 2005 to 35 billion in 2016 as
shown by the graph below:
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Figure 22:

Revenue growth in the Past 10 Years

It should be noted however that the growth in University infrastructure has been supported by the
increasing revenues in addition from the loans from commercial banks. The use of high interest
loans has had an impact on the University’s cash flow. There is therefore an urgency to
strategize for income diversification, acquiring cheap sources of capital and ensuring proper
utilisation of the available resources
3.1.7. Leadership
The University has a well-established governance system with a Board of Trustees at the apex,
supported by the University Council. The Council is composed of highly competent and
experienced personnel with the requisite capability to guide the University. However, the view
of some stakeholders is that the Council membership of 23 is too big and that, as a result, in
some instances there have been delays in making decisions owing to the inherent bureaucratic
tendencies. It was also revealed that currently there is no mechanism for evaluating the
performance of the University Council which would provide information in respect of how the
members are executing their respective responsibilities. The middle management layer requires
timely support to be able to effectively function and deliver on their respective mandates in a
timely manner.

3.2. External Environmental Analysis
The external environmental analysis was conducted using the PEST framework (political,
economic, social and technological) aspects in order to establish the opportunities present in the
environment that the University can exploit and also determine the threats posed by the
environment to the University.
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3.2.1. Political
On the political front, it was observed that there is strong goodwill on the part of the government,
which currently offers loan schemes to the science students. There is also a proper regulatory
framework (the Universities and Other Tertiary Institutions Act [UOTIA], 2001), as amended,
that guides the functioning of universities. Furthermore, there is the National Council of Higher
Education (NCHE) that regulates all universities in the country. In addition, there is political
stability and security in the country. All these constitute opportunities for the University. For
example, the University can exploit the existing goodwill to lobby the government to support
infrastructure development in the University, including possible tarmacking of the 8-kilometre
stretch from Bombo town to the University. The University can also engage the government to
lower the taxes on some of the core teaching resources.
3.2.2. Economic
There is high competition for both students and staff from the many universities in and beyond.
In addition, the cost of capital for development is high. This is exacerbated by the high inflation
and fluctuating rate of the Uganda shilling which often reaches double digits. The cost of service
delivery, especially the unit cost, is very high, which negatively impacts on the revenues of the
University. This and others may constitute threats to the University. On the other hand, the
increasing number of universities may provide an opportunity for networking and collaborations
in various aspects, including research and innovations. Consequently, the University has to
strategize by way of building a competitive advantage through proper analysis of its niche and
collaborative advantage.
3.2.3. Social
There is a high level of unemployment, coupled with increasing levels of moral decadence,
worsening corruption and a high disease burden in Uganda communities. The University needs
to develop appropriate strategies, such as those that can mitigate unemployment, by developing
and delivering the practical skills required on the labour market, and by the employers and by
revamping the community outreach programmes.
3.2.4. Technology
The rapidly changing technology that quickly renders the existing ones obsolete means that the
University must constantly update and upgrade its technology to sustain its services.
Technological opportunities to pursue include e-learning and e-resource sharing among many
others. The University will also have to prioritise increasing library space, student-computer ratio
and internet bandwidth. The University must capitalise on distance and virtual university
approaches to modernise and maximise its service delivery capacity and resources.
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3.3. Key Strategic Issues
The external and internal analyses culminate into the following key issues that merit attention by
the University over the next 10 years:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Academic Programmes
Research, Innovations and Outreach
Student Services
Governance and Management
Human Resource Capacity
Financial Sustainability
Infrastructure and ICT Capacity

H.

Partnerships and Collaborations

The above key issues form the bedrock in which this Strategic Plan is anchored.

4.0

NDEJJE UNIVERSITY 2017/18-2026/27 STRATEGIC DIRECTION

4.1

Strategic Positioning

Ndejje University’s strategy is anchored in its Christian heritage and its learner-centeredness.
The University strives to bring up morally upright and responsible Ugandans and other graduates
who are able to exploit their talents and skills to transform communities. The University seeks to
promote research and innovation, problem-solving and talent exploitation as the overriding
theme of its education.

4.2
Vision
To be the leading Christian-based University for societal transformation
4.3
Mission
To provide Christian-based quality and innovative teaching, research and outreach services.

4.4
Motto
Fear of God Brings Knowledge and Wisdom.

4.5

Values

The following values will underpin the operations of Ndejje University and the behaviour of all
University personnel and guide the implementation of the 2017/18 – 2026/27 Strategic Plan.
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a) God-fearing and respect: Respect for God and man fosters responsibility and wisdom
among humans. Consequently, Ndejje University shall promote Godly practices and foster
unity in diversity among all its Council, management and staff. Godly principles shall
permeate all actions and decisions undertaken by the University.
b) Integrity: Integrity means consistency of actions, values, methods, principles and
expectations. Integrity is regarded as the honesty and truthfulness or accuracy of one’s
actions. Integrity can be regarded as the opposite of hypocrisy in that it regards internal
consistency as a virtue. Consequently, Ndejje University shall promote integrity in its
dealings will all stakeholders (internal and external) and ensure that all its policies,
guidelines, procedures, actions and decisions are carried out with utmost integrity.
c) Teamwork: Teamwork requires that members work individually and collectively towards a
common goal. Consequently, Ndejje University shall promote the establishment and
sustainability of work and project teams that will be formed to further its Mandate and
Mission. Such teams shall be supported with adequate resources, conducive environment and
strategic guidance, that will be continuously reviewed for better performance.
d) Commitment: All employees of the University shall be dedicated to the Vision, Mission and
Objectives of the University through their actions while implementing various activities of
this Strategic Plan. This entails being loyal and faithful to the employer at all times.
e) Innovativeness: Management and staff shall at all times strive to incorporate change into
teaching, research and outreach through the creation and/or adoption of new ideas that add
value in the form of increased competiveness and sustainability. Such behaviour is evidenced
by willingness to place a strong emphasis on research and development, new programmes,
new services, improved services and the adoption of new technologies. Ndejje University
shall, through teaching, learning and research, promote the discovery of new knowledge, new
ways of doing things and new solutions to existing problems.
f) Equity: The University management will endeavour to be fair and impartial in all its
operations as a means of promoting non-discriminatory practices, build cohesion and put in
place systems that are objective and neutral in terms of how decisions affect the staff and
students of the University.
g) Excellence: University education demands that all players in the sector meet the
requirements of the clients and the community to develop and deliver programmes that meet
high expectations. Ndejje University members are expected to provide excellent services to
their clients and always strive to improve the services they render.
h) Accountability: Ndejje University staff members and students shall conduct themselves with
utmost honesty and transparency in all their dealings. This will promote the image and
reputation of not only the University but also its members and students.
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Accountability requires zero tolerance to corruption and demonstrating accountability for
actions, decisions and resources under one’s care. As part of its efforts to pursue integrity,
Ndejje University shall provide accurate, timely and relevant information to all its
stakeholders.

4.6
Strategic Objectives
Ndejje University will pursue the following strategic objectives (SOs) over the next 10 years, in
order to realise its vision and mission.
Strategic objective 1: Develop and deliver market-responsive academic programmes.
Strategic objective 2: Promote knowledge generation, innovations and outreach services.
Strategic objective 3: Provide supportive student services.
Strategic objective 4: Strengthen governance and management systems.
Strategic objective 5: Strengthen human resource capacity.
Strategic objective 6: Promote financial sustainability.
Strategic objective 7: Expand and maintain infrastructure and ICT capacity.
Strategic objective 8: Develop strategic partnerships and collaborations
4.7
Strategic Framework
The strategic direction of Ndejje University is summarised in the framework in Figure 1.
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Figure 23:

NDU Strategic Framework 2017/18 – 2026/27

Vision: To be the leading Christian-based University for societal transformation
Mission: To provide Christian based quality and innovative teaching, research and outreach services.
Pillar 1:

Pillar 2: Research &
innovations

Academic Programmes

SO1: To develop and

deliver relevant
academic programmes

SO2: To promote
knowledge generation,
innovations and
outreach services

Strategies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Develop
University niche
Expand University
enrolment
Introduce new
modes of delivery
Strengthen elearning and
distance learning
modes of delivery
Strengthen
student’s
assessment
mechanism
Strengthen
internship
programmes
Acquire modern
teaching aids
Improve
pedagogical skills
Introduce joint
awards
Introduce new
faculties.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

God-fearing,

Strategies:

Generate and
implement a
research agenda
Expand research
funding
Build capacity and
motivate staff and
students to do
research
Invest in innovative
technologies and
incubation of
innovations and
patenting
Host and participate
in local and
international
conferences
Strengthen
community
outreaches
Strengthen the
Consultancy unit
Restructure and
strengthen the DRI

Improve the
scholarly journal.

Integrity,

Pillar 3: Students
Services

Pillar 4: Governance
& Management

Pillar 5: Human Resource
Capacity

Pillar 6: Financial
sustainability

Pillar 7: Infrastructure
and ICT capacity

Pillar 8: Partnership and
collaborations

SO3: To provide

SO4: To strengthen
governance & mgt
systems

SO5: To strengthen
human resource capacity

SO6: To promote
financial sustainability

SO7: To expand and
maintain infrastructure
and ICT capacity

SO8: To develop
strategic partnerships
and collaborations

supportive student
services

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Support
student
leadership and
welfare
programmes
Maintain a
strong alumni
relationship
Promote sports
and
recreational/
co-curricular
activities
Strengthen
counselling
services
Improve health
service delivery
Strengthen
chaplaincy
Improve
security
Promote
hospitality
.services

Commitment,

Strategies:

Strategies:

Strategies:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Streamline
internal
communication
Review the
organizational
structure,
policies and
systems
Strengthen
quality
assurance and
monitoring
function
Build
management
and leadership
capacity
Establish
performance
management
framework for
BOT & Council.

Innovativeness,

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Undertake human
resource planning
and recruit
competent staff
Undertake staff
development,
training and
promotions
Implement a
regular-equitable
reward system
Develop staff
welfare schemes
such as SACCOS
and insurance
Establish a
performance
management
system
Streamline HR
management
practices.

Core Values:
Teamwork,
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Strategies:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Equity,

Diversify income
Establish
adequate
controls in
resource
utilization
Introduce hybrid
budget
management
Optimize
resource
utilization
Engage
government for
financial support
Utilize cheap
sources of
capital
Utilize good low
sources of
capital
Market University
programmes.

Strategies:

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Prepare and
implement a
Univ. master
development
plan
Equip the library
with appropriate
resources
Expand and
furnish lecture
rooms & offices
Expand science
and engineering
laboratories and
workshops
Selectively
develop existing
land
Maintain robust
up-to-date ICT
infrastructure
Lobby for lower
cost of internet
Strategically
acquire land.

Accountability,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Excellence

Strategies:
Periodically review
partnerships and
collaboration policy
frameworks
Identify and develop
potential strategic
partnerships in
research, training
and service
Promote
international
collaboration to
increase mutual
benefit and visibility
Strengthen the
office of
partnerships and
collaborations
Promote student
exchange
programmes locally
and internationally.

4.8

Critical Success Factors

The successful implementation of the Strategic Plan is highly contingent on the following:
Ability to mobilize the required resources
The success of the Strategic Plan implementation is dependent on NDU’s ability to identify and
exploit the opportunities for resource mobilisation through a well thought out resource
mobilisation strategy as well as an efficient mechanism for their deployment and utilisation.
Ability to marshal and coordinate efforts of all the stakeholders and implementers
Implementation of the Strategic Plan requires effective coordination between Council,
management and the different faculties, as well as other external stakeholders who need to be
brought on board. A coordination framework will improve communication, and align the
different players towards a common vision and goal.
Ability to mobilize continued support from the owners and well wishers
Being a growing University, the leadership of NDU needs to continuously lobby and seek
support from the owners and well-wishers, and by so doing, demonstrate that it is a viable
investment. On the other hand, the owners and well-wishers, have to make a deliberate effort to
support the University and ensure its success.
Ability to initiate and sustain innovation
Innovation is the key ingredient in the University’s strategic positioning. Hence, its success in
the implementation of the Strategic Plan calls upon the leadership of NDU to provide an
enabling environment for people to create, test and actualize new ideas.
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4.9

Strategies Required to Achieve each Strategic Objective

Pillars

Strategic objective

Strategic actions

Pillar 1:
Academic
Programmes

SO 1: To develop
and deliver market
responsive
academic
programmes

1. Develop University niche
2. Expand University enrolment (through online, distance learning)
3. Introduce new modes of delivery such as modular system
4. Strengthen e-learning and distance learning modes of delivery
5. Strengthen student’s assessment mechanism
6. Strengthen student internship programmes
7. Acquire modern teaching aids and tools
8. Improve pedagogical skills among teaching staff
9. Introduce joint awards
10. Introduce new faculties

Pillar 2:
Research and
innovations

SO 2: To promote
knowledge
generation,
innovations and
outreach services

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Generate and implement a research agenda
Expand research funding opportunities
Build capacity and motivate staff and students to conduct research and publish
Invest in innovative technologies and incubation of innovations and patenting
Host and participate in local and international conferences
Strengthen community outreach programmes
Strengthen the University consultancy unit
Restructure and strengthen the Directorate of Research and innovations
Improve the scholarly journal boost academic publications at the University

Pillar 3:
Student services

SO 3: To provide
supportive student
services

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Support student leadership and welfare programmes
Maintain a strong alumni relationship
Promote sports and recreational/ co-curricular activities
Strengthen counselling services
Improve health service delivery
Strengthen chaplaincy and promote spiritual development
Strengthen security
Promote hospitality services
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Pillars

Strategic objective

Strategic actions

Pillar 4:
Governance and
Management

SO 4: To strengthen
governance and
management
systems

1. Streamline internal communication
2. Review and strengthen the University organizational structure, policies and
systems
3. Strengthen quality assurance and monitoring function
4. Build management and leadership capacity at all levels
5. Establish performance management system for BOT, Council and Management

Pillar 5
Human resource
capacity

SO5: To strengthen
human resource
capacity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Undertake human resource planning and recruit competent staff
Undertake staff development, training and promotions
Implement a regular-equitable reward system
Develop and implement staff welfare schemes such as SACCOS and insurance
Establish a performance management system
Streamline HR Management practices

Pillar 6:
Financial
sustainability

SO 6: To promote
financial
sustainability

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Diversify income sources (endowments; grant proposals, fundraising)
Establish adequate controls in resource utilization
Introduce hybrid budget management
Optimal resource utilization
Engage government for financial support (taxation relief , student loan schemes)
Utilize good low sources of capital

Pillar 7:
Infrastructure and
ICT capacity

SO 7: To expand
and maintain
infrastructure and
ICT capacity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Prepare and implement a University master development plan
Equip the library with appropriate resources e.g. e-resources
Expand and furnish lecture rooms and administrative offices
Expand Science and Engineering laboratories and workshops
Selectively develop existing land
Maintain robust up-to-date ICT infrastructure
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Pillars

Strategic objective

Strategic actions
7. Lobby for lower cost of Internet bandwidth and other e-resources
8. Strategically acquire prime land

Pillar 8:
Partnership and
collaboration

SO 8: To develop
strategic
partnerships and
collaborations

1. Periodically review partnerships and collaboration policy frame works
2. Identify and develop potential strategic partnerships in research, training and
service
3. Promote international collaboration to increase mutual benefit and visibility
4. Strengthen partnership and collaboration office
5. Promote student exchange programmes locally and internationally
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5.0

NDEJJE UNIVERSITY STRATEGIC RESULT FRAMEWORK

Hierarchy of
objectives

Results chain

Indicators

Source of Data (MOV)

Vision:
To be the leading
Christian based
University for societal
transformation:



Recognition and
visibility among
universities
Better and sustainable
Improved economic
and welfare indicators
Increased
employment
opportunities
Society that upholds
ethical standards




National and International Ratings
70% of the livelihood activities are
economically and environmentally
sustainable
60% of students have established jobs
Integrity assessment index








University web ranking reports
UBOS reports
NEMA reports
Observation of infrastructure
Ministry of Gender reports/ UBOS reports
Tracer studies by the University
Corruption Index reports/IGG reports

Competent graduates
who are
entrepreneurial
Research, outreach,
developmental
projects and
Collaborations
Morally Upright
University Leaders,
Teachers and
graduates



No. of gainfully employed Graduates
by gender
No. students self-employed per year
by gender
No. of innovative projects by
students and faculty
No. of income generating
projects/collaborations by University







Tracer studied
Alumni reports
Academic Registrar, US and DVC annual reports
University Chaplain annual reports
Media reports






Mission
To provide Christian
based Quality and
Innovative Teaching
and Outreach
services
















% of decrease in University leaders,
faculty and graduates implicated in
corruption and immoral acts
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Assumptions

1.

Political and
economic
stability

2.

Stakeholder
goodwill

3.

Availability of
funds

Strategic
objectives

Out puts

Performan
ce
Indicator

Programmes
that meet
stakeholders
needs

No. of
programmes
approved by
NCHE
No. of
programmes
on elearning and
distance
mode
% increase
in
enrolment
per year per
course
% of
graduates
completing
per year
(M/F)
No. of staff
publications
per year by
gender

10Year
Target

Baseline

Annual targets (years)
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

N/A

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

N/A

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

2%

2%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Objective 1

To deliver
relevant
academic
programm
es

Enrolment of
students per
course

Students
complete
courses on
time
Objective 2
To promote
knowledge
generation,
innovations
and outreach
services

Staff
publications
and
attendance
at
conferences

Income from
consultancy
and
innovations

Amount
raised from
research and
innovation
projects

20

90%

Data
sources

Who is
responsible

21

AR
records

Academic
Registrar

2

2

AR
records

Academic
Registrar

2%

2%

2%

AR
records

Academic
Registrar

90%

90%

90%

90%

AR
records

Academic
Registrar

Faculties,
Grants
Office and
Directorate
for
Research
and
Innovation
DVC as
collaboratio
n and
Partnership
s’
Directorate
for
Research
and
Innovation

2,000
articles

15

185

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Journals
Research
reports

2
billion
UGX

5m per
year

200
m

200m

200m

200m

200
m

200m

200m

200
m

200
m

200
m

Finance
reports
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Strategic
objectives

Out puts

Community
innovation
project

Objective 3
To provide
supportive
student
services

Morally
upright,
spiritually
sound
graduates

Healthy
talented
sports
men/women
Objective 4
To
strengthen
governance
and
management
systems

Implementab
le policies

Efficient
coordinated
Management
Systems

Revised
Organisation
al
Structure

Performan
ce
Indicator
No. of
innovations
introduced
in
community

10Year
Target
10
projects

Baseline

Annual targets (years)

2 per
year

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Employabili
ty rate is
high
Take up
leadership
role in
society
% increase
of DNU
graduates in
national
team
% of
policies
implemente
d to
satisfaction
of
stakeholders
%
stakeholders
satisfied
with
University
services
% of
operational
systems and
guidelines
streamlined
Approved
revised
organogram

85%

35%

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

55%

15%

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

95%

40%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

05%

95%
Satisfie
d

50%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

95%

50%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

2
DVCs,
2DUS,
2 ARs,
Directo

1DVC
1DUS
1AR
1DAR
3QAO

1DU
1AR

3QA
O

1DQ
A
1DA
R

3QA
O

1AR

1DU
1DA
R
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Data
sources

Who is
responsible

6

Faculties
and DRI
reports

5

5

HR
reports

Faculties
and
Directorate
of Research
and
Innovation
Chaplaincy

4

4

Records
of sports
dept

Sports tutor

HR
reports

US

Satisfacti
on
Report

QA

US

1DV
C

Recruitm
ent
reports

VC
HRO

Strategic
objectives

Out puts

Performan
ce
Indicator

Objective 5
To
strengthen
Human
Resource
Capacity

Competent
faculty and
administrativ
e staff
Equitable
salaries and
rewards
structure

% staff
acquiring
higher
qualification
Staff
retention
rates

Objective 6
To promote
financial
sustainability
Efficient
resource
utilization
Minimized
cost of
finance

Objective 7
To maintain
and expand
infrastructure
and ICT
capacity

FullyIntegrated
computerize
d system

10Year
Target
rs QA,
9QAOs
2DARs
100

Baseline

Annual targets (years)

5

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

98%

95%

95%

95%

96%

96%

96%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Data
sources

Who is
responsible

10

HR
reports

HRO/
US/AR/FM

98%

HR

HRO/
FM/
US

% increase
in sports
scholarship
to graduates
abroad

45%

1.5%

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Records
of sports
departme
nt

Sports tutor

Value for
money

100%

60%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Audited
Reports

FM

% reduction
on cost of
capital
% increase
on return on
Investment
A fullydigitalized
University
Mgt System
(in records
registry ,
HR, AR,
Finance)

05%

25%

00

00

-2%

-2%

-3%

-3%

-3%

-3%

-3%

-3%

Audited
Reports

FM

20 %

10%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Audited
Reports

FM

1

0.3

0.25

0.25

0.20

ICT dept
reports

ICT
Manager

A welldistributed
state of art
network
infrastructur
e

1

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

ICT
departme
nt
reports

ICT
Manager

Fullyfledged

2

0

0.2

0.2

0.2

ICT
departme

ICT
Manager
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0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Strategic
objectives

Out puts

University
Master Plan

Lecture
rooms, Labs,
Libraries,
hostels,
administratio
n offices
renovated,
expanded
and
constructed

Performan
ce
Indicator
state of the
art telecentres
Working
drawings
and Master
Plan
impression
No. of
buildings
renovated
and
maintained

No. of new
buildings

Objective 8
To develop
strategic
partnership
s and
collaboratio
ns

10Year
Target

Baseline

Data
sources
nt and
faculty
reports
Estates
and
planning
reports

1

0.1

0.4

0.5

1

0.5

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

5

0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Joint
projects

Visibility

Annual targets (years)

Who is
responsible

Estates and
works

Estates
and
planning
reports

Estates
Manager
and
Planning
Officer

Estates
and
planning
reports

Estates
Manager
and
Planning
Off

Number of
MoUs

74
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3

3

4

4

4

6

6

6

6

7

DVC

No. of
staff,
students &
community
members
participatin
g in joint
projects
No of

3000

150

55

150

185

200

250

275

385

380

450

480

GO

650

160

30

50

45

60

65

70

75

80

85

AR

AR

37

90

Strategic
objectives

Out puts

Performan
ce
Indicator

of
University

internation
al students
No of
students
and staff in
exchange
program

10Year
Target

Baseline

Annual targets (years)

Data
sources

Who is
responsible

Reports
75

02

3

4

4

38

5

7

10

10

10

10

10

Exchan
ge
reports

GO

6.0.

DETAILED PLANNING MATRIX WITH TIMEFRAMES

Strategic actions

Performance
indicator

Targets

Means of
verification

Responsibility
Centre(s)

Implementation period (years)
1

TO DELIVER RELEVANT ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
1.1. Develop University
niche and market
responsive programmes
1.2. Expand University
student enrolment
(online, distance)

No. of courses
developed per
year
% increase in
students
enrolment
No. of courses
1.3. Introduce new modes of converted in
delivery such as modular modular system
system
% age reduction
in dropout rate
% age of
students on elearning mode of
delivery
1.4. Strengthen e-learning
Ratio of
and distance learning
international to
modes of delivery
national students
No. of staff
trained in ecourse delivery
Regular and full
results submitted
to Senate
% reduction in
1.5. Strengthen student’s
examinations
assessment mechanism malpractices
No. of courses
with alternative
/continuous
assessment

5 programmes

AR records

AR

20%

AR records

AR

2 programmes
per year

AR records

AR

5% reduction
per year
20% per year

AR records

AR

AR records

AR

1:10

AR records

25 staff
trained

HR records

AR
International relations
office
HR

100%
compliance.

AR and Faculties.

30% reduction

Verification from
Senate results
records.
AR records

20% per year

AR records

AR

AR
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.6. Buttress internship
programmes

1.7. Acquire modern
teaching aids and tools

% increase in
organizations
that sign MOU
with the
University/ year
No. of
computers,
laptops,
projectors, white
boards etc.

1.8. Introduce joint awarding Joint awards in
partnerships
e-learning
No. of staff
1.9. Improve pedagogical
trained in
skills among teaching
pedagogical
staff.
skills
1.10.
Establish new
Additional
faculties
faculties

30-50
organizations
on board

Internship records

Internship
coordinators

Minimum 10
of each gadget
per faculty

Procurement
documents
ICT centre
records

Procurement Officer
ICT officer

1per year

AR records

AR

25 staff
trained per
year

HR records

HR

3 new
faculties

AR records

AR
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Strategic actions

Performance indicator

Targets

Means of verification

Responsibility
Centre(s)

Implementation period (years)
1

TO PROMOTE KNOWLEDGE GENERATION, INNOVATIONS AND OUTREACH SERVICES
2.1. Generate and
implement a
research agenda

2.2. Expand research
funding
opportunities

Up to date Research Policy

Updated every after
4 years

Review minutes

Director of Research
and Innovation

Research plan available

1

Operational research plan

Director of Research
and Innovation

Amount of research Grants
obtained

2 per year

Grant Reports

Director of Research
and Innovation

No. of MOUs with
Research Partners and
Collaborators

2 per year

Grant offer letters

Grants office

80% of staff trained

Number of funded
proposals that that go
through

Director of Research
and Innovation

4 per year

Funded proposals

Director of Research
and Innovation

No. of projects incubated
per year

5 per year

Project reports

Director of Research
and Innovation

% increase in budget for
innovative Technologies

5 % of the total
budget

Budget reports

Faculties and Director
of Research and
Innovation

15 per year

Conference reports

Management,

No. of staff trained in
research and supervision
2.3. Build capacity and
skills
motivate staff and
students to
No. of staff that can write
conduct research
Fundable proposals

2.4. Invest in
innovative
technologies and
incubation of
innovations

No. of conference papers
2.5. Host and
developed/ published
participate in local
and international
conferences

Director of Research
and Innovation,
Faculties
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2.6. Strengthen
community
outreach
programmes

2.7. Strengthen the
University
Consultancy unit

No. of staff sponsored for
conferences

15 per year

2.9. Strengthen and
regularize the
scholarly journal
for publications

Deans

No. of community
problem solving solutions

One
solution/Innovation
provided every after
2 years

Media reports

Director of Research
and Innovation

No. of Outreach Services

4 per year

Outreach Service report

Director of Research
and Innovation

Amounts of Money
generated

2 consultancies per
year

Signed MOUs

Director of Research
and Innovation

No. of consultancy
services carried out per
year

4

Consultancy contracts

Director of Research
and Innovation

Director of RRI

Consultancy Reports

No. of Clients served

2.8. Restructure the
Directorate

Conference reports

Consultancy Delivery
Reports

Director of Research
and Innovation

A new structure for the
Research and Innovations
Directorate

1

Revised organogram

DVC

No. of staff publications

200 per year

Directorate of research
reports

Director of Research
and Innovation

E-journals and Print
Journals established

One issue per year

Directorate of research
reports

Director of Research
and Innovation
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Strategic actions

Performance
indicator

Targets

Means of
verification

Responsibility
Centre(s)

Implementation period (years)
1

TO PROVIDE SUPPORTIVE STUDENT SERVICES
% of student in
leadership
positions

3.1. Support student
leadership and welfare
No. of students
programs
attending
leadership
workshops
3.2. Maintain a strong
% alumni who
alumni relationship
turn up for biannual gatherings

3.3. Promote sports and
recreational/ cocurricular activities

No. of sports
facilities
constructed
No. of awards won

3.4. Strengthen counselling No. student
services
accessing
counselling
services per year
by gender
3.5. Improve health service No of stakeholders
delivery
accessing health
services
Patient to doctor
ratio

3.6. Strengthen
chaplaincy

Number of
students
receiving
spiritual
counselling

15%

Deans reports

Dean and chaplaincy

40

Dean reports

Dean and student
guild government

10% of alumni
turn up for reunion

Alumni desk
officer

Dean of students

4 facilities
built

Estates records

Sports department

30
tournaments
annually
1000 annually

Dean of students’
records

Sports department

Counselling dept.
Chaplaincy

Counsellors
Chaplain
Cell patrons

10,000

Health Centre
records

Health Centre I/C

1:500

Health Centre
records

Health Centre I/C

7000

Chaplaincy
records

Chaplain
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3.7. Strengthen security

3.8. Promote hospitality

Strategic actions

Reduced
percentage of
incidences of
insecurity
Number of
students
receiving
hospitality
services

Performance
indicator

Less that
10%

Dean of students
report
Security records

Security officer

20,000

Caterers records
Accounts
department




Targets

Means of
verification

Responsibility
Centre(s)

TO STRENGTHEN GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
4.1. Streamline internal
Reviewed
1 policy
Policy document
communication
Communication
mechanisms
policy in place
Use of social
6 avenues
Communication
media and
(website and
survey reports
innovative
notice Boards
alternative
Radio
channels
Programs,
Suggestion
boxes,
records/
Reports of
formal
meetings
4.2. Periodically review
No of policies
100%
Feed-back from
and strengthen the
consistently
staff and students
organisational
operationalized
structure, policies and
per year
systems
Reviewed NDU
1 approved
Organogram
organisational
structure
structure
Middle
70% of middle Feedback reports
managers and
managers
from various units
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Caterer
Wardens

Public Relations
Office
Public Relations
Office

VC

VC

VC

Implementation period (years)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

staff actively
involved in
University
management
No. of standard
operating
procedures
reviewed
%age of
University
Managers
undertaking
management
4.4. Build management and
training by
leadership capacity at all gender per year
levels
No. of young
managers
mentored in
leadership and
management
Calendar/ plan
for BOT,
4.5. Establish performance
Council and
management system for
Management
BOT, Council and
with clear
Management
performance
indicators

4.3. Strengthen quality
assurance and
monitoring function

involved
Communication

follow chain
of Command
1 Review after
six months

Reports from
QAD

DVC

20% of
managers
every 2 years

HR records

US

10 members
every two
years

HR records

US

3plans

US records

US
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Strategic actions

Performance
indicator

Targets

Means of
verification

Responsibility Centre(s)

Implementation period (years)
1

TO STRENGTHEN HUMAN RESOURCE CAPACITY
5.1. To Undertake Human HR Audit
1 Audit
Resource Planning
New
10 per year
and recruit competent
administrative
staff
and academic
staff
5.2. Undertake staff
No of staff
230 (both men
development, training acquiring new
and women)
and Promotions
qualification by
gender
No. of
10 professors,
promotions
50 lecturers, 20
administrative
with new status
5.3. Implement regular
Timely monthly 100%
equitable reward
payments
system
Non-monetary
20% of the
rewards
rewards
5.4. Develop and
implement staff
welfare schemes

5.5. Establish a performance
management system

Staff enrolled on
SACCO
Staff enrolled on
Medical
insurance
scheme
Approved
incentive
guidelines
Team building
and get together
gatherings
Updated
performance
tools

90% staff
70%

Incentive
guidelines in
HR manual
No. of staff
attending team
teambuilding
activities
100%

HR reports

HRO/US

HR Reports
Pay roll

HRO/US/ HODs

HRIMS

HRO/US/ HODs

HR Reports
Staff record

HRO/US/ HODs

Pay roll

HRO/ US/HOD/FM

HR reports
Students
feedback
URSB
Membership
Subscription
Staff records

HRO/US/ HODs/FM

HR records

HODs/HRO/ US

HR records

HRO

Appraisal forms
Appraisal
Reports

HODs/HRO/US

HRO/US/ /FM
/Legal officer
HRO/US/ MO/FM
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2

3 4 5

6

7

8

9

10

5.6. Streamline HR
Management practices

Strategic actions

Availability of
HR manual and
other guidelines
Functional clock
in and out
system
New approved
HR policy

2 documents
(Manual and
guidelines)
1 University
wide System

HODs/HRO/ US

1 policy

Minutes
HRIMS

Performance
indicator

Targets

Means of verification

HRIMS
Clock in /out
records
US/ HRO

Responsibility Centre(s)

Implementation period (years)
1

To Promote Financial Sustainability
6.1. Diversify Income
Sources

6.2. Establish adequate
controls in resource
utilisation

% increase in
number of
income sources
% reduction in
rate of
borrowing

2 new sources
every two years

Signed M.O.Us

FM

1.5% per year

Debt reduction rate

FM

A guideline for
managing social
enterprise

A consolidated
guide

Guide documents

FM

Compliance
with acceptable
financial mgt
standards

Finance policy
Procurement
policy
Internal manual

Updated and signed manuals

FM & Audit
committee

Periodic review
of policies

Annual
financial
Reports
5 staff

Financial reports



No. of
qualified
Internal
Audit staff
recruited

HR records

US/HRO/FM
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2

3 4 5

6

7

8

9

1
0

Strategic actions

Performance
indicator

Targets

Means of verification

Responsibility Centre(s)

Implementation period (years)
1


6.3. Introduce hybrid budget
management

6.4. Optimize resource
utilization

6.5. Engage government for
financial support
(taxation relief , student
loan schemes)

6.6. Utilize good low cost
sources of capital

Existence of
a vote
system
 Department
al budgets
 Designated
staff
Reduction in
redundant
resources

Shared budget
Shared
resources
Central pool



Develop some
of the idle land

Records of estates department

Estates

% tax relief
Tax relief

50%

M.O.Us
Management Reports

FM

% increase in
students
enrolment on
loan scheme and
State House

40%





FM

% reduction in
cost of
borrowing

Signed
performance
guarantees

M.O.Us



Approved budget and vote
books
Management reports

Finance records
HEFB reports
Finance reports

FM

FM
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2

3 4 5

6

7

8

9

1
0

Strategic actions

Performance
indicator

Targets

Means of verification

TO EXPAND AND MAINTAIN INFRASTRUCTURE AND ICT CAPACITY
1 master plan
Draft, preliminary & final
7.1. Develop a Master Plan
Master plan for
5 MoUs
design reports and MoUs
NDU and MoUs
7.2. Equip the library with
appropriate resources
e.g. e-resources

A fully-digitalised
University
Libraries

90% digitalization of
all libraries

Appropriate
library space in
place

1 new library and a
remodelled library

Responsibility
Centre(s)

Estates and Works
Planning office

 Electronic catalogue
 e-resources
 Infrastructure
Occupation certificates

ICT Department and
Library

Occupation certificates

Estates and works

Estates and works

7.3. Expand and furnish lecture Temporary
rooms and administrative
structures
offices
replaced with new
buildings
7.4. Expand Science and
New research
Engineering laboratories
laboratories and
and workshops
workshops

1 new admin block

1 engineering w/shop
2 remodelled science
labs

Occupation certificates

ICT Department
Library

No. of new lecture
rooms,
commercial
7.5. Selectively develop
building, hostels,
existing land
offices
constructed.
Annual ICT
7.6. Maintain robust up-to-date growth rate
ICT infrastructure
Adoption rate of
modern soft ware
Quantity of
7.7. Lobby for lower cost of
bandwidth
internet bandwidth and eNumber of eresources
resources

2 blocks

Occupation certificates

Estates and works

90% operational ICT
infrastructure
3 international
certification
500mbps

ICT records

ICT Office

ICT records

ICT office

2,000,000 e-resources

ICT office

7.8. Strategically acquire prime Quantity of land
land

Not known

ICT records
Library records
University Secretary records

2 new lecture blocks
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US

Implementation period (years)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9

1
0

Strategic actions

Performance
indicator

Targets

Means of verification

Responsibility
Centre(s)

Implementation period (years)
1

TO DEVELOP STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS AND COLLABORATIONS
8.1. Periodically review
partnerships and
collaboration policy
frame work
8.2. Identify and develop
potential strategic
partnerships in
research, training and
service
8.3. Promote national and
international
collaboration to
increase visibility

8.4. Promote student
exchange programme
8.5. Strengthening the
office of Partnerships
& collaborations

Reviewed
Partnership policy

1 review every 3
years

Minutes and Reports

Management

% increase in MOUs
signed with partners

74 MoUs

Number of MoUs on file
Reports

Management
GO
Deans

No. of exchanges in
place
No. of international
students enrolled

75

Exchange reports

VC

650 students

Students Register
Reports

AR

No. of affiliate
institutions in place

30 affiliate
institutions

MoUs
Reports

AR

No. of inter. &
national exhibitions
attended
No. of students on
exchange program

20

Reports

DVC

50 per year

AR

No. of staff recruited

3

Partnerships and
Registrar’s reports
HRO report

Partnership office
furnished

1 office space
4 sets of furniture

Procurement report

Management

50

Management

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7.0

ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT FOR IMPLEMENTATION

NDU Council shall put in place an appropriate organisational (management and implementation)
structure that will effectively implement the Strategic Plan at the various levels. The different
responsibility and accountability centres (faculties and offices) shall cascade this Strategic Plan
into annual operational plans and budgets.
NDU Council shall monitor and evaluate the achievement of this Strategic Plan. The heads of
the responsibility centres and top management shall spearhead the monitoring and evaluation of
annual work plans and budgets that emanate from this Strategic Plan. The NDU Council in
consultation with top management will establish strategy forums at different levels to regularly
discuss and review strategy, actions plans and implementation mechanisms and propose
appropriate adaptations and amendments to Council.
NDU Council, working closely with management, shall engage the different stakeholders who
have a role to play in its implementation, to ensure that they support the University in its
strategic efforts.
The table shows some of the key stakeholders and their roles in the implementation of the
Strategic Plan.
Key Stakeholders and their Roles
#
1

Stakeholder
Consortium

Key roles
1. Appoint the Chancellor, Chairperson and Vice Chairperson of
Council.
2. Appoint Consortium, representatives to Council.
3. Raise financial and material support for the University.
4. Receive reports on the operations and progress of the
University.

2

Council

1. Supreme governing body of Ndejje University
2. Responsible for the direction of academic, administrative
structure and financial affairs of the University.
3. Formulate the general policy of the University.
5. Give general guidelines to the academic and administrative
staff on matters relating to the University.
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#
3

Stakeholder
Management

Key roles
1. Ensure efficient management of the personnel, facilities and
finances of the University.
2. Implement effectively all decisions of the Council and Senate.
3. Initiate plans for development and meet the needs of the
University.
4. Initiate in consultation with the Senate annual plans and budgets
for submission to Council for approval.
6. Develop strategies for the generation of revenue and
fundraising to ensure adequate financial support for the
University.
7. Recommend such policies and strategies as may achieve the
objectives of the University and work for the maintenance of
the Christian character of the University.

4

Senate

1. Supervise academic organization of the University.
2. Is responsible for the organization, control and direction of the
academic matters of the University.
3. Is in charge of the teaching, research and general standards of
education and their assessment in the University.
4. Initiate the academic policy of the University and advise
Council on the required facilities to implement the policy.
5. Advise Council on the minimum entry requirements for
admission to the University as determined by NCHE.
6. Direct and regulate the instructional programs and the structure
of any degree, diploma, certificate course within the University or
other awards of the University.
8. Take charge of quality assurance mechanisms and internal
academic audit and evaluation.
9. Advise Council on standards of conduct for Academic Staff
and Students as stipulated in the Statute.

5

Academic Staff

6

Students

7

Support staff

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Provide quality education & research
Develop & upgrade quality academic programmes
Provide counselling and support services for students
Consumers of our educational services
Major source of the University income
Protect the image of the University
Ensure efficient services to support strategy
Project a positive image of the University
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#
8

Stakeholder
NCHE

Key roles
1. Fair monitoring & evaluation
2. Support research activities
3. Quality assurance
4. Publicising the University
5. Market higher education
9
Government
1. Allocate resources for development of infrastructure/ staff
development and research
2. Loan scheme to support students
10 Financial institutions
1. Fund academic chairs and academic position i.e. professors
2. Provide internship placements
11 The community
1. Provide students
2. Provide accommodation for students
3. Provide supplies
4. Provide informal education
5. Provide moral support to students
12 Professional bodies
1. Provide career guidance
2. Support learning
3. Quality control and assurance
13 Employers
1. Public lectures
2. Sponsor students and other University activities
3. Offer industrial training (internship) opportunities for NDU
students
4. Research collaboration
14 Alumni
1. Fundraising
2. Recruitment
3. Act as ambassadors/liaison officers
15 Sponsors
1. Financing
2. Collaborations
3. Public relations
16 Sister institutions
1. Bench marking
2. Collaborations
3. Conferencing
4. Peer reviews
Source: Strategic Planning Retreat Proceedings (2017)
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ANNEX 1: ORGANISATION STRUCTURE OF NDEJJE UNIVERSITY
a) GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

CONSORTIUM

(Six Dioceses of Buganda)

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

(Sitting Bishops of the Six Dioceses of Buganda)

CHANCELLOR

COUNCIL

TOP MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

CENTRAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

SENATE
DEANS FORUM

FACULTY BOARD
DEPARTMENT
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ANNEX 1: ORGANISATION STRUCTURE OF NDEJJE UNIVERSITY
b) ADMINISTRATIVE/ACADEMIC STRUCTURE
CHANCELLOR
VICE CHANCELLOR/DVC

DVC
CIA
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DDOS

DP/
RESEARCH
COORD

HOD

SA
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AQAC
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ASSOCIATE
PROF

SL
S

SR.
CATERER

W

CATERER
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SL
L

INNOVNS &
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PROF
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UNIV
LIB
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COORD
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E

LEC

AL
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ALEC

SC

HEAD
COOK

LA1

AR0
GA

LA2

ANNEX 2: NDEJJE UNIVERSITY SP 2017/18-2026/27 COST IMPLICATION

PILLAR 1: ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
1.1

Develop university niche and market responsive programmes

1.2. Expand university enrolment (through online, distance learning)
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

Introduce new modes of delivery such as modular system
Strengthen e-learning and distance learning modes of delivery
Strengthen student’s assessment mechanism
Improve pedagogical skills among teaching staff
Joint Awarding Partnerships
New Faculties
TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR

252,500,000

150,000,000
188,000,000
280,000,000
42,160,000
127,000,000
14,636,156,000
15,675,816,000

PILLAR 2: RESEARCH AND INNOVATIONS
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Generate and implement a research agenda

1,500,000,000

Expand research funding opportunities

2,500,000,000

Build capacity and motivate staff and students to conduct research
Invest in innovative technologies and incubation of innovations
Host and participate in local and international conferences

3,800,000,000

Strengthen community outreach programmes

1,601,500,000

Strengthen and Regularize the scholarly Journal for publication
Structuring the directorate of research and innovations
Establish a scholarly journal for publications

1,100,000,000

TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR

190,000,000
750,000,000

500,000,000
90,000,000

12,031,500,000
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PILLAR 3: STUDENTS’ SERVICES
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

To improve on hospitality services
Maintain a strong alumni relationship
Support student leadership and welfare programmes
Promote sports and recreational/ co-curricular activities
Security Services out
Strengthen counselling services
Improve health Services
Chaplaincy

5,226,400,000
400,000,000
2,400,000,000
15,020,000,000
990,000,000
200,000,000
3,975,120,000
5,530,000,000
33,741,520,000

TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

PILLAR 4: GOVERNANCE AMD MANAGEMENT
Streamline internal communication
Review and implement an appropriate organizational structure, policies and systems
Strengthen quality assurance and monitoring function
Build management and leadership capacity
Establish performance management system for BOT, Council and Management
TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR

160,000,000
250,000,000
144,000,000
2,900,000,000
80,000,000
3,534,000,000

PILLAR 2: HUMAN RESOURCES
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

Undertake human resource planning and recruit competent staff

Undertake staff development and promotions

80,000,000
1,220,000,000

Implement a regular-equitable reward system
Implement staff welfare schemes such as SACCOS and insurance
Establish a performance management system

108,600,000,000

Streamline HR Management practices

80,000,000
127,080,000,000

TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR
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16,950,000,000
150,000,000

PILLAR 6: INFRASTRUCTURE AND ICT CAPACITY
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

Develop an estate master plan
Equip the library with appropriate resources e.g. e-resources
Expand and furnish lecture rooms and administrative offices
Expand science and engineering laboratories /Workshops
Selectively develop existing land
Maintain robust up-to-date ICT infrastructure and software
Lobby for lower cost of internet bandwidth

510,000,000
570,000,000
11,160,000,000
1,520,000,000
70,720,000,000
5,325,000,000
15,000,000
89,820,000,000

TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR

PILLAR 7: FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Diversify income sources (endowments; grant proposals, fundraising)
7.2 Establish adequate controls in resource utilization
7.3 Introduce hybrid budget management
7.4 Establish social enterprises
7.5 Engage government for financial support (taxation relief , student loan schemes)
7.6 Utilize cheap sources of capital
7.1

TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR

25,000,000,0000
400,000,000
1,000,000,000
3,000,000,000
2,000,000,000
3,000,000,000
31,400,000,000

PILLAR 8: PARTNERSHIP AND COLLABORATIONS
8.1 Periodically review partnerships and collaboration policy frame works
8.2 Identify and develop potential strategic partnerships in research, training and service
8.3 Promote national international collaboration to increase visibility
8.4 Strengthen partnership and collaboration office

TOTAL FOR THE PILLAR

43,000,000
3,300,000,000
2,950,000,000
685,000,000
6,978,000,000
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ANNEX 3: OVERALL SUMMARY COST IMPLICATION NDU 10 YEAR SP 2017/18 – 2026/27
No.

PILLAR

TOTAL COST

1

ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

15,675,816,000

2

RESEARCH AND INNOVATIONS

12,031,500,000

3

STUDENT SERVICES

33,741,520,000

4

GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

5

HUMAN RESOURCE CAPACITY

6

INFRASTRUCTURE AND ICT

89,820,000000

7

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

31,400,000,000

8

PARTNERSHIP AND COLLABORATIONS

3,534,000,000
127,080,000,000

6,978,000,000

Add 10% adjustment for inflation

16,013,041,800

GRAND TOTAL

369901265580

USD Equivalent @3600/1USD

102,750,352
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